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	Penetration Tester's Open Source Toolkit, Third Edition, 9781597496278 (1597496278), Syngress Publishing, 2011

	Penetration testing is often considered an art as much as it is a science, but even an
	artist needs the right brushes to do the job well. Many commercial and open source
	tools exist for performing penetration testing, but it’s often hard to ensure that you
	know what tools are available and which ones to use for a certain task. Through the
	next 10 chapters, we’ll be exploring the plethora of open source tools that are
	available to you as a penetration tester, how to use them, and in which situations they
	apply.


	Open source tools are pieces of software which are available with the source code
	so that the software can be modified and improved by other interested contributors.
	In most cases, this software comes with a license allowing for distribution of the
	modified software version with the requirement that the source code continue to be
	included with the distribution. In many cases, open source software becomes
	a community effort where dozens if not hundreds of people are actively contributing
	code and improvements to the software project. This type of project tends to result in
	a stronger and more valuable piece of software than what would often be developed
	by a single individual or small company.


	While commercial tools certainly exist in the penetration testing space, they’re
	often expensive and, in some cases, too automated to be useful for all penetration
	testing scenarios. There are many common situations where the open source tools
	that we will be talking about fill a need better and (obviously) more cost effectively
	than any commercial tool. The tools that we will be discussing throughout this book
	are all open source and available for you to use in your work as a penetration tester.
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Part 2 (Landolt-B?rnstein: Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in Science and Technology - New Series / Advanced Materials and Technologies) (Pt. 2)Springer, 2008

	The three volumes VIII/1A, B, C document the state of the art of “Laser Physics and Applications”. Scientific trends and related technological aspects are considered by compiling results and conclusions from phenomenology, observation and experiments. Reliable data, physical fundamentals and detailed references are presented. In...


		

Managing Power Electronics: VLSI and DSP-Driven Computer SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book discusses state-of-the-art power management techniques of
modern electronic appliances relying on such Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) chips as CPUs and DSPs.

It also covers specific circuit design issues and their implications,
including original derivation of important expressions.
This book is geared...

		

Design Engineering: A Manual for Enhanced CreativityCRC Press, 2007
As with any art, science, or discipline, natural talent is only part of the equation. Consistent success stems from honing your skills, cultivating good techniques, and hard work. Design engineering, a field often considered an intuitive process not amenable to scientific investigation, is no exception. Providing descriptive theory, broad context,...




	

Know and Grow the Value of Your Business: An Owner's Guide to Retiring RichApress, 2013

	A woman looking to retire said to author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, “I need to sell my business for $2.5 million to support my country club lifestyle.” The reality was that her business was worth $750,000. How could she have been so wrong? As McDaniel—a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of...


		

Models of Proposal Planning & WritingPraeger Publishers, 2005

	Grantseeking has become an increasingly competitive process. Beginning grantwriters sometimes assemble a collection of facts and present that information to grantmakers, hoping to receive support. However, sponsors rarely award grant funding just because a grantseeker supports a specific cause or works for a specific organization....


		

Adobe Photoshop CS6 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Welcome to the Photoshop CS6 Bible, the latest edition of the bestselling reference guide on Photoshop in publishing history. Now in its 18th year, the Photoshop Bible is the longest continuously published title on Adobe Photoshop. With numerous U.S. editions, dozens of localized translations around the globe, and hundreds of thousands of...
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